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Abstract: We present an action of ultra-relativistic electrodynamics on a flat Carroll mani-
fold. The model exhibits a couple of physical degrees of freedom per space-point. We observe
that the action of the conformal Carroll algebra on the phase space is Hamiltonian in 4 space-
time dimensions. Moreover the elements of the algebra give rise to an infinite number of
conserved charges and the charge algebra is an exact realization of the kinematical algebra.
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1 Introduction
One main guiding principle behind building quantum field theory (QFT) models aimed at
describing natural particles and interactions is the principle of symmetry. From the standard
model of particle physics to the holographic paradigm of AdS/CFT duality, the roles of space-
time, internal, and various other accidental symmetries cannot be over-emphasized. For the
context of the present article let us focus on the case of conformal field theories (CFT). Unlike
in any other space-time dimension, CFTs in 2D enjoy a very large amount of symmetry, in
the form of a couple of copies of the infinite dimensional Virasoro algebra. This is the most
crucial ingredient behind integrability of 2D CFTs. In addition to this, owing to the infinite
symmetry, a plethora of information for such theories including correlation functions can be
directly extracted even without any knowledge of the detailed dynamics. In the context of
higher dimensional CFTs, there has been a recent upsurge in interests, in exploiting generic
symmetry structures much under the umbrella of the conformal bootstrap program, which
have met with enormous success [1].
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Larger symmetry groups in a system obviously mean stronger analytical control over
its predictability. In this view, the pursuit for physical theories with infinite amount of
symmetries, like that in 2D CFTs, is an extremely lucrative one. Such a possibility came
forward with the advent of infinitely extended Schrodinger algebra studied extensively by
Henkel et al (see [2] and references therein) and Galilean conformal algebra (GCA) [3], [4].
The later, more suited for motivational purpose of the present work, describes space-time
symmetry for non-relativistic conformal systems in arbitrary space-time dimensions. Later
studies revealed GCA to be a special case in a family of Lie algebra of diffeomorphisms which
are symmetries of non-Riemannian space-time manifolds [5], just as the Poincare algebra is
a symmetry of Minkowski space-time. These are named Newton-Cartan (NC) manifolds.
In terms of geometric structures, NC manifolds are quotients of Bargmann manifolds.
These are 1 higher dimensional Riemann manifolds (with Lorentz signature), equipped with
a special globally defined null, parallel transported vector field. For example if g is the metric
tensor and ξ is the null vector field in a Bargmann manifold B then the codimension-1 quotient
manifold B/? is NC. Here ? is the one-dimensional group of diffeomorphisms generated by ξ.
Interestingly there is another independent ‘dimensional reduction’ of Bargmann space-time.
To see this, first associate the unique 1-form θ = g(ξ) dual to the vector field ξ. Since dθ = 0
due to the parallel transportation property of ξ, the distribution defined by the vector fields
in the kernel of θ is integrable, and hence defines a codimension-1 foliation of B. Each of
these foliations is a Carroll manifold [6], the intrinsic definition of which will be reviewed in
the main body of the paper. From the point of view of Bargmann space-time therefore, NC
manifolds and Carroll ones are dual to each other, in terms of geometric structures.
Our interest in Carroll manifolds stems mainly from the aspect of infinite dimensional
symmetry property including conformal symmetry. The key point in this direction is that
independent vector fields that preserve the structures of a Carroll manifold, even upto a
conformal factor, form an infinite dimensional Lie algebra, similar to the case of GCA for
a NC manifold. When equipped with conformal structure, this infinite dimensional alge-
bra is named conformal Carroll algebra (CCA). One common feature of CCA for Carroll
manifolds of diverse dimension is its infinite dimensional Abelian ideal, formed by arbitrary
space-dependent temporal translations named as super-translations. Intrigued by this infi-
nite dimensional space-time symmetry, an ambitious program was started to look for physical
systems on these backgrounds which may possess these symmetries. For the case of GCA, the
initial observations were regarding establishing gauge theory models with GCA as symmetry
[7–9]. Vanishing of mass is tied with conformal invariance in certain dimensions and those
theories of vectors in Minkowski space enjoy gauge invariance for the same reason. There-
fore it is not of surprise that the above mentioned Galilean (or non-relativistic) theories enjoy
conformal invariance. In a parallel, studies in ultra-relativistic (UR) models of conformally in-
variant gauge theories were carried out, which possesses infinite conformal CCA as symmetry
[10]. The present article is a part of the continuum of the later program.
These observations in [7–10] were made at the equations of motion. However for deeper
understanding in classical dynamics and to build up a quantization program an action prin-
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ciple is called for. Even without an action, if one is able to append a phase space structure
with the equations of motion, a large amount of information can be extracted. Led by these
curiosities, action principle was constructed recently [11] for the Galilean theories of Elec-
trodynamics, the first example of a gauge theory. However it was noticed later that the
constructed action [12], which contains an additional scalar field on top the theory stud-
ied in [7], does not enjoy the infinite invariance of GCA. More strikingly that theory lacks
any local degrees of freedom [13]. The present work revolves around a Carrollian version of
Electrodynamics and we here propose an action for the same.
Before delving directly into the subject matter and results of this article, let us briefly
mention the relevance and importance of Carrollian physics in diverse contexts in light of
recent literature. Most important of these is the connection with asymptotic symmetries of
flat-space time. It was discovered long time back that asymptotic symmetries of 4D asymptot-
ically flat-space times, which are solutions of Einstein equation form an infinite dimensional
group, named BMS [14, 15], of which Poincare is a subgroup. The Lie algebra of BMS group
is same as that of CCA for a Carroll manifold in 3 dimensions ([16] and references therein).
From this connection with BMS, the Abelian ideals of CCA are named super-translations.
The same correspondence holds in one lower dimension as well. The asymptotic symmetry
of 3 dimensional asymptotically flat gravitating system, known as BMS3 [17] is isomorphic
to GCA in 2 dimensions [18]. Again in 2 dimensions, GCA and CCA are isomorphic. These
results boosted investigations in the much sought after flat-holography program [19, 20] as a
holographic principle complementary to the standard AdS/CFT. Apart from the context of
flat-holography in 3 dimensions, this Carroll algebra or BMS3 as well as its supersymmetric
extension was shown to be residual worldsheet symmetry of Bosonic [21] and super-string the-
ory [22, 23] at the tensionless limit respectively. Relevant to our work of constructing explicit
models, there has been successes in 2 dimensions, where BMS3 invariant interacting theories
have been constructed [24, 25]. However, arguably the most important recent advances in
BMS physics, led by Strominger is establishing BMS as symmetry of quantum gravity (at the
infra-red) S-matrix and relating this with Weinberg’s soft graviton theorem as a consequence
of Ward identity corresponding to this symmetry. See [26] for a comprehensive review and
references. There is recent excitement in the sector of developing Caroll gravity, by gauging
an ultra-relativistic contraction of Poincare algebra [27, 28]. The resultant first order theory
describes a dynamical theory of geometrical structures of Carroll manifold.
It has already been mentioned that the present work is aims at advancing the active pro-
gram of finding higher dimensional field theory models with infinite symmetry. The model
in context is an ultra-relativistic limit of free Electrodynamics. It was noted earlier that, as
with the case of Galilean limit [29], there are two distinct ultra-relativistic limits of Electrody-
namics depending upon how the Carrollian limits are taken on the temporal and the spatial
components the original Lorentz covariant 4-vector potential. These are named respectively
the electric and the magnetic limits. In this article we successfully construct an action for the
electric sector of Carrollian electrodynamics. Performing the canonical analysis, it is revealed
that:
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• the theory possessed 2 propagating degrees of freedom per space-point, like in Maxwell
electrodynamics and
• gauge invariance is still governed by the U(1) gauge group.
The most significant part of the analysis involves the CCA symmetry of the action. Avoiding
the standard Noetherian route of finding conserved quantities corresponding to symmetry
generators of CCA, we take the pre-symplectic [30] point of view. We show that the generators
of CCA indeed generate Hamiltonian flows on the phase space of solutions, proving CCA to
be symmetry of the phase space. Claiming the conformal generators to be Hamiltonian
forces the space-time dimension to be 4 and fixes the classical conformal dimensions of the
fields, as in Maxwell theory. Then we check that corresponding Hamilton functions are gauge
invariant and time-preserved, therefore qualifying as conserved charges. We then establish a
linear homomorphism between an algebra (induced by the pre-symplectic structure) of those
charges and CCA. This is a statement of exact realization the Carrollian symmetry algebra at
the level of charge algebra. No central extensions are encountered for the infinite dimensional
ideal subalgebra of CCA.
In section 2, we review geometric properties of Carroll manifold and emergence of CCA
as algebra of vector fields whose diffeomorphisms preserve the Carrollian structure upto a
conformal factor. We then focus on CCA for ‘flat-Carroll’ manifolds and review the highest
weight representation suitable for the fields in Carrollian electrodynamics. We put all the
dynamical content in section 3, including the introduction of an action, the canonical analysis
and the pre-symplectic analysis leading to the charge algebra. We conclude with a few future
directions of the present work. In the appendix, in order to draw a parallel for Maxwell
electrodynamics we perform a similar covariant phase space framework and show how the
kinematical algebra of background space-time’s Killing vector fields are realized at the level
of charges.
2 The Conformal Carroll Algebra
In order to make a self-consistent analysis, we would briefly review the symmetries and struc-
tures of Carrollian manifolds following [6, 10]. As an invitation to it, we here take the approach
of viewing Carrollian symmetries descending from Poincare symmetries of Minkowski mani-
fold at an ultra-relativistic (UR) limit and a natural emergent infinite dimensional extension
of the symmetry algebra. This point of view is best suited for our purpose of building a
field theory on a Carroll space-time based on representation theory. Of course we would
supplement this discussion with a description of the general geometric structures of a Carroll
space-time later and review the symmetry algebra in self-consistent manner. Later in this
section we will describe a representation of the symmetry algebra suited to describe UR field
theories.
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2.1 Conformal Carroll isometries
An ultra-relativistic Inonu-Wigner contraction of the Poincare algebra for d + 1 space-time
dimensions leaves us with the finite part of the Carrollian algebra with following non-vanishing
Lie-brackets:
[Jij , Bk] = δk[jBi], [Jij , Pk] = δk[jPi], [Bi, Pj ] = −δijH
[Jij , Jkl] = Ji[lδk]j + Jj[kδl]i (2.1)
where J ∈ so(d), B, P and H are to be respectively interpreted as generators of spatial
rotations, Carrollian boost, the spatial translation and time translation. Moreover a gener-
alization to finite conformal Carroll algebra can be obtained via the same contraction if we
consider generators of conformal isometries of Minkowski space. We include the new genera-
tors as Dilatation (D), temporal and spatial special conformal generators, (K,Ki) which are
so(d) scalar, scalar and vector. Apart from the usual so(d) transformation rules, non-trivial
Lie-brackets of these new generators with those of (2.1) are
[K,Pi] = −2Bi, [Ki, Pj ] = −2Dδij − 2Jij , [Ki, Bj ] = −δijK
[H,Ki] = 2Bi, [D,H] = −H, [D,Pi] = −Pi, [D,Ki] = Ki (2.2)
The above generators can also be viewed in terms of vector fields on a Carroll manifold. The
following special limit:
xi → xi, t→ εt, ε→ 0 (2.3)
on the Minkowski isometry vector fields in a regularized way, does the job of implementing
the UR limit. For example, the Carrollian boost is obtained from that on Minkowski space
as:
B
(Minkowski)
i = t∂i + x
i∂t → εt∂i + 1
ε
xi∂t
regularize
=====⇒ B(Carroll)i = xi∂t (2.4)
The list of all the generators appearing in (2.1) and (2.2) in terms of vector fields now reads
Jij = (xi∂j − xj∂i), D = (t∂t + xi∂i), K = (xkxk)∂t
Bi = xi∂t, H = ∂t, Pi = ∂i, Ki = 2xi(t∂t + x
k∂k)− (xkxk)∂i. (2.5)
It is easy to notice that the subset of generators: {Jij , Pi, D,Ki} form the conformal algebra
of d dimensional Euclidean space. On the other hand, we can append to this set an arbitrarily
large number of generators, all captured in the form:
Mf = f(x)∂t (2.6)
which still closes in terms of the Lie-bracket algebra with the rest. Here f are arbitrary ten-
sors expressed as functions of the original spatial coordinates (xi, i = 1, . . . , d) transforming
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in irreps of so(d). For example the choices f = 1, xi, xkxk respectively give H,Bi,K. Mf to-
gether with {Jij , Pi, D,Ki} give the infinite dimensional conformal Carrollian algebra (CCA).
The rest of the Lie brackets involving the finite set {Jij , Pi, D,Ki} and the infinite set {Mf}
are:
[Jij ,Mf ] = Mg, g = x[i∂j]f (2.7a)
[Pi,Mf ] = M∂if (2.7b)
[D,Mf ] = Mh, h = xi∂if − f (2.7c)
[Ki,Mf ] = Mh˜ h˜ = 2xih− xkxk∂if. (2.7d)
The set of Mf for all f form an Abelian ideal of CCA.
Specializing to the case of d = 2 and choosing the topology of the background to be
R × S2 instead of R3, this algebra becomes isomorphic to the BMS4 algebra [15] [14]. This
generates the asymptotic symmetry group of 4 dimensional asymptotically flat space-time at
null infinity. The finite part {Jij , Pi, D,Ki} in that case corresponds to the base sphere’s
conformal isometry and the arbitrary space dependent time translations are named as super-
translations. The role of the time coordinate in that case, is taken by the retarded null-time.
The CCA generating vector fields, which were shown to descend from Minkowski struc-
tures, also emerge from an elegant analysis intrinsic to Carroll manifolds, without reference
to Minkowski or any other Riemann manifold. In this approach, a Carroll manifold [6] is a
differentiable manifold equipped with a rank-2 symmetric covariant tensor g and a nowhere
vanishing vector field ξ, such that iξg = 0 at all points. For our purpose, we need not require
a connection for now.
The obvious way to define conformal Carroll isometries are via the diffeomorphisms which
preserve the above structures, upto conformal factors. For example, if the vector field X
generates such a diffeomorphism, then it should satisfy:
£Xg = κ g, £Xξ = λ ξ, (2.8)
where for our purpose we will chose κ, λ to be constants satisfying κ+ 2λ = 0.
Then for the choice of ‘flat-Carroll’ manifold, we have:
g = δijdx
i ⊗ dxj , ξ = ∂t, (2.9)
hence manifestly iξg = 0.
Therefore we can solve directly for X in the differential equations (2.8) to get most general
solution:
X = piPi + ω
ijJij + ∆D + kiK
i +Mf (2.10)
where pi, ωij ,∆, ki are integration constants and the basis vector fields are same as those
appearing in (2.5) and (2.6).
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2.2 Representation of CCA
The goal of the present article is to describe understand symmetries of an UR field theory,
ie that on a flat-Carroll manifold equipped with (2.9). A natural geometrical strategy of
approaching this is by considering the classical fields to be tensors on the manifolds, on which
diffeomorphisms like (2.10) act by Lie derivative, particularly if we don’t deal with Fermions.
On the other hand, from a particle physics point of view, it would be natural to describe
fields in terms of their spins 1. We here take the second, traditional path, followed in our
earlier works [8, 10].
We should have the fields to transform in irreps of the rotation generating subalgebra so(d)
and to have definite scaling dimension under the generator D, taking their commutativity
[Jij , D] = 0 into our favor. For an example, if one specifies to d = 3, this means that we will
label our fields with integral spins and conformal weights; precisely at space-time origin:
δJ2Φ(0, 0) = L(L+ 1)Φ(0, 0), δDΦ(0, 0) = ∆Φ(0, 0), (2.11)
supplemented with:
δHΦ(x, t) = ∂tΦ(x, t), δPiΦ(x, t) = ∂iΦ(x, t), δKiΦ(0, 0) = 0. (2.12)
For the ‘super-translation’ generators Mf = f(x)∂t we would, for now choose f to be ho-
mogeneous polynomials of the spatial coordinates so that they fall into irreps of the rotation
group and have definite scaling dimension. In particular if f is a degree α polynomial, then
[D,Mf ] = (α− 1)Mf . As a statement of highest weight representation 2, we further impose:
δMf Φ(0, 0) = 0, if α > 1 (2.13)
The last piece required in fully specifying the representation of CCA in terms of fields is the
action of the boost operator Bi which corresponds to Mf = x
i∂t and obviously is the case of
α = 1. At this stage, we don’t fully fix this and keeping in mind that we wish to focus only
for so(d) scalars and vectors, we keep this indeterminacy upto a couple of constants:
δBiΦ
L=0(0, 0) = κ1Φ
L=1
i (0, 0) , δBiΦ
L=1
j (0, 0) = κ2δij Φ
L=0(0, 0) (2.14)
From now on we won’t explicitly write spin of the operator; the index structure will be
sufficient to clarify this.
Equipped with this, we can now write the action of the CCA generators on the so(d)
scalar and vector fields having definite scaling dimension as (for details of the derivation, we
1For Minkowski field theories, both point of views are equivalent since definite integral spin (helicity)
representations of the Poincare algebra are equivalent to tensors on the space-time.
2We hereby note that, as described in the introduction, CCA for Carroll manifolds of dimensions 2 and
3 respectively are equivalent to asymptotic symmetries of asymptotically flat gravitating systems of 3 and 4
dimensions, respectively and these symmetries go in the name of BMS group. Unitary induced representations,
which are different from the present one are discussed recently in [31, 32]
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refer to our earlier work [10]):
Translation : δpΦ(x, t) = p
j∂jΦ, δpΦi(x, t) = p
j∂jΦi (2.15a)
Rotation : δωΦ(x, t) = ω
ij(xi∂j − xj∂i)Φ, (2.15b)
δωΦl(x, t) = ω
ij
[
(xi∂j − xj∂i)Φl + δl[iΦj]
]
, (2.15c)
Dilatation : δ∆Φ(x, t) = (t∂t + x
i∂i + ∆)Φ, (2.15d)
δ∆Φj(x, t) = (t∂t + x
i∂i + ∆)Φj , (2.15e)
Sp.conformal δkΦ(x, t) = 2k
i
[
(∆xi + xit∂t + xix
j∂j − x
jxj
2
∂i)Φ + κ1 tΦi
]
,(2.15f)
δkΦl(x, t) = 2k
i(∆xi + xit∂t + xix
j∂j − x
jxj
2
∂i)Φl + 2klx
jΦj
−2kixlΦi + 2κ2kl tΦ, (2.15g)
Supertranslation δMf Φ(x, t) = f(x)∂tΦ + κ1Φi∂if(x), (2.15h)
δMf Φi(x, t)] = f(x)∂tΦi + κ2Φ ∂if(x). (2.15i)
Here we have explicitly used the parameters of transformations, constants pi for spatial trans-
lation, antisymmetric ωij for spatial rotation, ∆ for scaling, ki for spatial part of special con-
formal transformation and the arbitrary function f(x) for super-translations including time
translation (for f = 1), Carrollian boost (for f = xi) and temporal part of special conformal
transformation (for f = x2), as they appear as coefficient of the basis vector fields in (2.10).
Note that scaling dimensions for both the spin-0 and spin-1 fields must be same in order
to hold the homomorphism ([D,B]→ [δD, δBi ]Φ) true.
3 Carrollian Electrodynamics
As a first dynamically non-trivial example of a field theory on a Carroll space-time, we
studied [10] electrodynamics in the UR limit. The basic assumption 3 of this line of study
was the existence of a potential formulation of UR electrodynamics. In addition to this,
we stick to a potential based formulation since this approach can be generalized to theories
with interactions, like to gauge fields coupled to matter and/ or where non-Abelian gauge
invariance is present. This is in contrast to the field strength based exposition in [33].
Motivated by an approach for Galilean electrodynamics [7], we derived equations of mo-
tion for UR field theories in [10]. This essentially requires scaling the temporal and spatial
components of four-vector potential field of relativistic Maxwell theory in addition to the
space-time coordinate scaling (2.3) required for going to Carrollian regime. As it turns out
[33], there exists a couple of independent such scalings which give rise to dynamically inter-
3This is plausible because that stems from solution of the equation dF = 0 for a field strength 2-form F .
Since this statement is independent of any other structure on a differential manifold, the potential formulation
should stand for Riemannian or Carrollian manifolds alike.
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esting equations of motion for UR electrodynamics. The scaling rules:
At → At, Ai → εAi (electric sector) (3.1a)
At → εAt, Ai → Ai (magnetic sector) (3.1b)
which are respectively called the electric and the magnetic sectors respectively. The naming
of the sectors will become apparent shortly breaks. Note that the different way of scaling the
temporal and the spatial parts break Minkowski boost, as expected.
The same set of scaling rules (2.3) and (3.1) simultaneously can be applied on the rela-
tivistic equation of motion d ? F = 0 (turning off the source) to derive equations of motion
of UR electrodynamics. From now on, we will denote the so(d) scalar potential At in the UR
regime as B. Respectively the electric and magnetic sector equations of motion are:
∂i∂iB − ∂i∂tAi = 0, ∂t∂iB − ∂t∂tAi = 0; (3.2a)
∂i∂tAi = 0, ∂t∂tAi = 0. (3.2b)
The spatial Rd leaves on a flat-Carroll manifold (2.9), get an induced flat non-degenerate
metric δij . This means that from now on, we need not distinguish between covariant or
contravariant so(d) tensors and parallel to these.
Note that in the Magnetic sector (3.2b), the scalar potential does not occur. Also, in the
electric sector if we define the Carrollian electric field Ei = ∂tAi − ∂iB in an analogous way
to the relativistic case, the equations of motion (3.2a) read:
∂iEi = 0, ∂tEi = 0 (3.3)
exactly as appearing in [33], which reflects the disappearance of the Ampere current term
involving the magnetic field.
We should also keep in mind that the present algebraic formulation of a physical theory
in terms of so(d) scalars and vectors does not manifestly reflect covariance with respect
to Carrollian geometry. But one of the successes of this approach was that the equations of
motion were shown to invariant under CCA [10], whose generators act on the fields as in (2.15)
with specified values for the constants κ1 = 0, κ2 = 1 for the electric sector and κ1 = 1, κ2 = 0
for the magnetic one. On the other hand, the price for this is that a generalization to non-flat
Carrollian manifold is not straightforward.
3.1 The Lagrangian
While trying to figure out whether the above equations motion can be derived from an action,
it immediately comes into notice that the magnetic ones (3.2b) themselves cannot come from
one. This is because there are a couple of equations involving the same variable Ai. Therefore
we defer the discussion for the Magnetic case to a later investigation and focus to the electric
sector in the present analysis.
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Let us start by proposing a Lagrangian:
L =
∫
Σ
ddx
(
A˙i
2
+ (∂iB)
2 − 2B˙∂ ·A
)
(3.4)
where we have adopted short hand notations ∂tB = B˙, ∂ · A = ∂iAi etc and Σ is a spatial
leaf with topology of Rd defined by t =constant such that the vector field ∂t is a degenerate
direction of the flat-Carroll bilinear form, as in (2.9). For simplicity, as we specialize to
the flat-Carroll case (2.9), Σ has the flat metric δij of Rd. The equations of motion coming
out of the action S =
∫
dtL are identical to those found from the limiting approach (3.2a).
In dealing with the variational principle we have chosen boundary conditions on fields and
allowed variations such that the terms:
∂iBδB
∣∣∣
∂Σ
= 0 = B˙δAi
∣∣∣
∂Σ
. (3.5)
We postpone the discussion of its Carrollian invariance, which is not manifest from the action,
to a later section. Rather, what more explicit is its gauge invariance. The above action is
invariant under the following gauge transformations:
δαB = α˙1, δαAi = ∂iα2
if α1 − α2 = space-time constant (3.6)
Before going on to an analysis of the global Carrollian symmetries and the dynamical real-
ization of CCA, we perform a Dirac constraint analysis of the system, since this is obviously
plagued with gauge redundancy (3.6).
3.2 Canonical analysis
While performing Legendre transformation on (3.4) to go over to a Hamiltonian analysis, we
encounter a primary constraint:
C1 = 2∂ ·A+ piB ≈ 0 (3.7)
However time derivative of the Ai field is solved via invertible momentum relation:
piiA = 2A˙i. (3.8)
We therefore augment the canonical Hamiltonian with a Lagrange multiplier:
H =
∫
Σ
ddx
(
1
4
(piiA)
2 − (∂iB)2 + u1(2∂ ·A+ piB)
)
(3.9)
Time preservation of the primary constraint (3.7) now gives us a secondary one:
{C1, H} = ∂ · piA − 2∂2B = C2 ≈ 0 (3.10)
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Time preservation of C2 neither gives rise to a new constraint nor does it solve for the Lagrange
multiplier. Hence C1, C2 are the only constraints. We can smear them with test functions to
define
C1[λ] =
∫
ddxλ (2∂ ·A+ piB) , C2[λ] =
∫
ddxλ
(
∂ · piA − 2∂2B
)
(3.11)
and observe that they Poisson commute:
{C1[λ1], C2[λ2]} = 0 (3.12)
making both the constraints first class.
In order to see the gauge transformation generated by them, let us define a gauge gener-
ator made out of these constraints:
G = C1[λ1] + C2[λ2]. (3.13)
The dynamical variables transform under gauge transformation:
δGB = −λ1, δGAi = ∂iλ2. (3.14)
But these are not independent as their gauge transformation and time evolution must com-
mute [34, 35], giving rise to the relations:
∂i(λ1 + λ˙2) = 0. (3.15)
This should be compared with the gauge freedom observed at the level of equations of motion
in our earlier work [10]. The statements of gauge invariance (3.14) and (3.15) derived dy-
namically via constraint analysis are equivalent to the ones (3.6) stated at the level of action
through inspection.
Since there are only two scalar first class constraints, the physical phase space dimension
is 2 × (d + 1) − 2 × 2 = 2d − 2 per space point, leaving d − 1 degrees of freedom per space
point just like Minkowski electrodynamics.
3.3 Pre-symplectic analysis and Carrollian symmetries of UR symmetries
Minkowski field theory actions are constructed to be manifestly Poincare invariant. More
generally, field theories on arbitrary Riemann manifolds are constructed covariantly and the
isometries (if there are any) of the manifold are automatically global symmetries of the action.
However, the particular action for UR electrodynamics that comes from the Lagrangian (3.4)
does not manifestly reflect the Carrollian symmetries (2.15).
The main goal of the present article is to see if the conformal Carrollian symmetry algebra
is realized at the level of charges in the context of Carrollian electrodynamics described
above. This of course involves first checking whether these Carrollian ‘isometries’ are at all
symmetries of the theory and then finding corresponding conserved charges. The second
level is to see the charge algebra realization of the symmetry algebra. Standard Noether
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method progresses by finding the charges, if the symmetry transformation leave the action
invariant. One then goes on calculating Poisson (or Dirac if second class constraints are
involved) brackets of the charges expressing them in terms of canonical variables.
We here proceed on an alternative yet equivalent route. At the initial stage, instead of
checking whether the Carrollian symmetries are actually symmetries of the action, we prefer
to perform a milder check. That is checking the symmetries of the phase space structure or
rather the pre-symplectic 4 structure on the space of solutions that arises from the action.
From now on, we will call the space of solutions equipped with a pre-symplectic structure,
the phase space, which is different from the canonical phase space. This analysis will serve
a couple of purposes at a single go. First of all, the transformations which preserve the
pre-symplectic structure, give rise to locally Hamilton functions. Those Hamilton functions
which are time preserved, qualify as conserved charges. Secondly, the algebra of charges is
more easily read out via the moment map derived from the pre-symplectic structure, rather
than computing the Poisson (or Dirac) brackets of standard Noether charges. Moreover the
homomorphism between the Lie-algebra of Hamilton vector fields and the algebra of charges is
guaranteed in this formalism, modulo central elements. As a side-note, we keep in mind that
the symmetry group generated by conserved charges is in general a subgroup of that generated
by Hamilton vector fields. Additionally in the whole analysis we will neglect boundary terms
at asymptotic infinity of Carroll space-time.
Symplectic techniques in the context of field theories, generally applied for covariant field
theories, superstring theories and gravity go in the name of covariant phase space 5 analysis
[30, 36–39]. In the Appendix we apply these techniques for Maxwell electrodynamics on an
arbitrary Riemann manifold to keep a parallel with the present analysis. There we show that
Killing vector fields do give rise to gauge invariant Hamilton functions (which are conserved
as well) and establish a homomorphism between the Lie algebra of Killing vectors and the
algebra of corresponding Hamilton functions induced by the pre-symplectic structure. This is
to exemplify an alternative to the Noether procedure, whose parallel is followed in our system
of Carrollian electrodynamics.
As a first step towards this, we observe that the on-shell variation of the Lagrangian (3.4)
gives the pre-symplectic potential:
δL = ∂t
∫
Σ
ddx 2
(
A˙iδAi − ∂ ·AδB
)
=: ∂tΘ(δ), (3.16)
where in the phase space sense δ is to viewed as an arbitrary tangential vector field.
The pre-symplectic structure, which is a 2-form on phase space, contracted by two arbi-
trary commuting vector fields δ1, δ2 is given by:
Ω(δ1, δ2) = δ1Θ(δ2)− (1↔ 2) = 2
∫
Σ
ddx
(
δ1A˙iδ2Ai − ∂iδ1Aiδ2B − (1↔ 2)
)
, (3.17)
4The name pre-symplectic is necessary instead of symplectic because the action has gauge invariance as
understood from the above analysis.
5Technically the space of solutions with the pre-symplectic structure is same as that. However we will omit
the term covariant, as there is no manifest covariance in the analysis.
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which may be compared with the coordinate representation of differential forms on finite
dimensional manifolds. At this point it is easy to verify that the gauge transformations (3.6)
indeed are degenerate directions of (3.17):
Ω(δ, δα) = 2
∫
ddx[δA˙i∂iα2 − α˙1δ∂ ·A− ∂iα˙2δAi + ∂2α2δB]
= 0 (3.18)
provided we use equations of motion (3.2a), throw away boundary terms at ∂Σ and identify
α1 and α2 up to space-time constant as required in (3.6).
6
3.3.1 Hamilton functions and conserved charges
We are now ready to check whether the infinite dimensional Carrollian conformal algebra (2.2),
(2.7) does have a Hamiltonian action on the phase space. A particular field transformation
(or a vector field in the space of solutions) δ? is locally Hamiltonian if
Ω(δ, δ?) = δQ[?], (3.19)
ie, an exact variation of a phase space function. Let us concentrate on the most interesting
part, the infinite dimensional Abelian ideal of CCA. They act on our field variables as stated
in (2.15):
δfB = fB˙ + κ1∂ifAi
δfAi = fA˙i + κ2∂ifB (3.20)
These transformations indeed generate an Abelian Lie-algebra independent of the values of
κ1, κ2, in a sense that [δf1 , δf2 ] = 0 on any field variable. However on the phase space they
define a Hamiltonian flow in the sense of (3.19), (in other words the right hand side becomes
phase space integrable) only if
κ1 = 0, κ2 = 1. (3.21)
This is important in view of the the present phase space analysis, because this restriction of
parameters here was found just by demanding the transformations (3.20) to be symmetries of
the pre-symplectic structure and not even appealing to the symmetry of the action. This is in
contrast the previous analysis [10] where these restrictions emerged from a stricter criterion
of being symmetries of equation of motion (3.2a). Finally, for κ1 = 0, κ2 = 1 the resulting
Hamilton function for arbitrary f is given by:
Ω(δ, δf ) = δQ[f ]
Q[f ] =
∫
ddx f(x)
(
A˙i − ∂iB
)2
. (3.22)
6Therefore the gauge invariant phase space should be the space of solutions of (3.2a) quotiented by gauge
orbits defined via (3.6) and the symplectic structure should be a pull back of (3.17) on that space. However
for the practical purpose of defining Hamilton function corresponding to our space-time symmetries, that is
not essential as long as we will be working with transformations orthogonal to gauge directions.
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It is easy to see that by the equation of motion, ddtQ[f ] = 0. Hence the Carrollian super-
translations are symmetries of the system and the Hamilton functions Q[f ] are the conserved
charges.
Next we move on to the finite part of CCA and carry on the same analysis for the finite
set of generators. Spatial translation and rotation acts on the fields trivially as:
δpB = p
i∂iB, δpAj = p
i∂iAj ,
δωB = ω
ij(xi∂j − xj∂i)B, δωAl = ωij
[
(xi∂j − xj∂i)Al + δl[iAj]
]
, (3.23)
As expected these transformations both generate Hamilton flow:
Ω(δ, δp) = δQ[p], Ω(δ, δω) = δQ[ω] (3.24)
and the Hamilton functions are given by:
Q[p] = 2pl
∫
Σ
ddx
(
A˙i∂lAi − ∂ ·A∂lB
)
(3.25a)
Q[ω] = 2ωij
∫
Σ
ddx
(
A˙kx[i∂j]Ak + A˙kδk[iAj] − x[i∂j]B ∂ ·A
)
. (3.25b)
Using the equations of motion, it can be checked that both the Hamilton functions are con-
served:
dQ[p]
dt
= 0 =
dQ[ω]
dt
.
While checking whether the dilatation transformation corresponds to Hamilton vector fields
on phase space we uncover another crucial fact regarding the parameters of the system. As
in (2.15) we rewrite the corresponding dilatations:
δ∆Ai = tA˙i + x
j∂jAi + ∆Ai
δ∆B = tB˙ + x
i∂iB + ∆B.
Plugging this in (3.17) and using equations of motion (3.2a), we observe that the expression
Ω(δ, δ∆) is phase space integrable only if
∆ =
d− 1
2
. (3.26)
This directly implies that the phase space structure is scale invariant in all dimensions pro-
vided we scale the fields appropriately obeying (3.26). This is similar to the result for the
case of free electrodynamics in the relativistic setting. The corresponding Hamilton function
is given by:
Ω(δ, δ∆) = δQ[∆]
Q[∆] =
∫
Σ
ddx[tA˙2i + 2x
jA˙i∂jAi + tB∂
2B − 2xj∂jB∂ ·A+ 2∆(AiA˙i −B∂ ·A)] (3.27)
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which also satisfies
dQ[∆]
dt
= 0, making this a conserved charge. The remaining transforma-
tion is that due to the spatial part of the special conformal transformation (2.15f), (2.15g):
δkB(x, t) =2k
i(∆xi + xit∂t + xix
j∂j − 1
2
xjxj∂i)B
δkAj(x, t) =2k
i(∆xi + xit∂t + xix
l∂l − 1
2
xlxl∂i)Aj
+ 2kjx
lAl − 2kixjAi + 2kj tB
imposing the criteria (3.21) κ1 = 0, κ2 = 1. While going on checking whether the above
transformations are Hamiltonian, we further impose (3.26). A tedious but straightforward
analysis now yields one more condition:
∆ = d− 2 (3.28)
that has to hold for phase space integrability of Ω(δ, δk). Coupled with (3.26) we see that
this happens for d = 3,∆ = 1. In other words, Carrollian special conformal transformation
generates Hamiltonian flow only in 3 spatial dimensions for (Carrollian) electrodynamics,
which is a reconfirmation of the finding made in [10] at the level of equations of motion.
Ω(δ, δk) = δQ[k] (3.29)
Q[k] = 2ki
∫
Σ
d3x
[
2xj(A˙iAj − A˙jAi) + A˙j
(
2xix
l∂l − x2∂i + txi∂t + 2xi
)
Aj
]
+2ki
∫
Σ
d3x
[
t
(
2A˙i + ∂iB + xi∂
2B
)
− 2Ai
]
B. (3.30)
Again, as expected Q[k] is time preserved and qualifies as a conserved charge.
We would end this section with the important note about gauge transformation. The con-
served charges found primarily as Hamilton functions corresponding to CCA transformations
are automatically gauge invariant, albeit implicitly since we have not constructed them out of
gauge invariant quantities like field strength . The pre-symplectic structure being degenerate
along the gauge directions make it obvious. For example consider a Hamilton function Q[?]
corresponding to a transformation δ? as in (3.19). Its gauge transformation is given by:
δαQ[?] = Ω(δα, δ?). (3.31)
But thanks to (3.18) the right hand side above always vanishes, making Q[?] gauge invariant.
3.3.2 Algebra of charges
In the above section we have checked that the actions of the individual basis elements of the
infinite dimensional CCA were Hamiltonian. However there is one more check that has to be
preformed which will confirm that the Carroll algebra itself has Hamiltonian action [40] on
the phase space. For example if α, β, γ are elements of CCA such that:
[α, β] = γ, (3.32)
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where γ can be zero. δα etc. are the phase space vector fields that act on the fields in a
manner as described in (2.15). As shown above these give rise to Hamiltonian flows on the
phase space with Q[α] etc. being the corresponding Hamilton functions upto phase space
constants. The action of CCA would be said to be Hamiltonian if the following holds:
Ω(δα, δβ) = −Q[γ]. (3.33)
This is a statement of linear homomorphism 7 from the Lie algebra CCA to the space of
Hamilton functions.
In physical terms, this means that the kinematical symmetry algebra of the background
space-time is realized dynamically at the level of conserved charges (since in this case the
concerned Hamilton functions are conserved quantities). Moreover as there are no second
class constraints, the charge algebra is equivalent (see [37] for details) to the Poisson algebra
of charges that we encounter in a canonical framework, when the charges are expressed in
terms of canonical phase space variables (fields and their conjugate momenta and constraints).
Let us first perform the check for the most unique part of CCA, the infinite dimensional
Abelian ideal generated by the super-translations. Corresponding to two arbitrary such ele-
ments Mf and Mg for arbitrary spatial functions f, g, we have:
Ω(δf , δg) = 0. (3.34)
This is exact realization of [Mf ,Mg] = 0 without emergence of a central term. Therefore
we have found an infinite set of independent conserved charges which all commute among
themselves. The phase space vector fields δf , for all allowed f define an infinite dimensional
submanifold in the phase space.
For the other brackets let us illustrate the one involving spatial translation and rotation
generator:
Ω(δω, δp) = −δpQ[ω] (= δωQ[p])
= −2Q[p˜], where p˜i = ωijpj . (3.35)
This is exact realization of the CCA bracket (cf. (2.1)): [ωijJij , p
kPk] = 2p˜
iPi. In the similar
spirit whole of CCA holds at the level of realization to the algebra of charges.
4 Conclusion and future directions
In this work we have studied the action for ultra-relativistic electrodynamics and analyzed the
conformal Carroll symmetries of it, which to the best of our knowledge is the first for a Car-
rollia field theory. Previous attempts towards Carrollian invariant actions were for particles,
which generally bear the feature of being non-dynamical unless coupled with interactions [42].
7Rather it is an anti-homomorphism [41] due to the apparent sign difference between (3.32) and (3.33)
which can be attributed to the definition of the moment map (3.19).
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Interestingly coadjoint orbit treatment of Carrollian photons, treated as particles themselves
were carried out in [6]. A symplectic approach was taken to find out conserved quantities and
it was found that the infinite number of super-translation do not yield non-trivial conserved
quantities. This may be compared with the field theory analysis we present where infinite
number of conserved quantities were found.
The next step obviously would be to consider interacting theories, bringing in matter
interactions and including non-Abelian gauge fields. Finding infinite number of conserved
quantities for such systems would make strong progress in the present program. It should be
interesting to study if the quantization of such theories bring in anomaly in super-translation
part of CCA.
It would be extremely important to construct explicit field theory models with CCA
invariane in 3 dimensions, since that would be a BMS4 invariant theory. This is pertinent since
it should qualify as a concrete realization of field theory dual in 4 dimensional asymptotically
flat space-time gravity. In addition to that, it will fill a necessary gap since with the present
work, we now have an example of a 4 dimensional field theory and the already studied 2
dimensional one [24].
With the infinite number of conserved charges for a local field theory at hand, probably
the biggest question should be about integrability. Since there are infinite number of degrees of
freedom in the present system, it is not straightforward to analyze even classical integrability
of Carrollian electrodynamics. But we can draw inspiration from the 2 dimensional example
of a generic BMS3 invariant theory, where integrability was studied recently [44] using the
similar tools used in constructing KdV hierarchy for 2D CFT.
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A APPENDIX: Pre-symplectic geometry of Maxwell theory on Riemann
manifold
Consider action of Maxwell electrodynamics on an n-dimensional arbitrary (pseudo)-Riemann
manifold (M, g), constructed by U(1) gauge fields A which are space-time 1-forms:
S =
∫
M
L = k
∫
M
dA ∧ ?dA (A.1)
where k is an real number, unimportant for our purpose and L is the Lagrangian n-form.
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Let X be a Killing vector field of (M, g). Diffeomorphism (in this case isometric) gener-
ated by X act infinitesimally on fields as δXA = £XA. Since X is Killing, Lie-derivative £X
should commute with the Hodge star when acting on differential forms. We use this property
throughout this section.
A.1 Noether procedure
Off-shell variation of the Lagrangian for a Killing vector X:
δXL = dα[X]
α[X] = iXL. (A.2)
This is the statement of δX being a symmetry transformation. The pre-symplectic potential
found by first variation of the Lagrangian on-shell is:
δL = d (Θ(δ)) = d (2kδA ∧ ?dA) (A.3)
We should keep in mind, from the form of the pre-symplectic potential, that the variational
principle to hold true from the action corresponding to (A.2) one must impose the pull
back of the 3-form δA ∧ ?dA to vanish on the boundaries of space-time which are not time-
like. Otherwise one could add boundary term to the action so as to make the variation well
defined for all field configurations. Any phase-space (space of solutions of equations of motion
d?dA = 0) variation δ will be said to be allowed for the above to happen. For example in the
case of asymptotically flat space-time like Minkowski, the conformal boundary is composed
of the null-infinities I+ ∪ I− and their intersection is the spatial infinity i0.
Comparing (A.2) and (A.3) we see that on-shell, the space-time n− 1-form:
J [X] = Θ(δX)− α[X] on-shell
= k (iXdA ∧ ?dA− dA ∧ iX(?dA)) + 2k d (iXA ∧ ?dA) (A.4)
is a closed form and qualifies as the Noether current corresponding to the symmetry trans-
formation δX . The corresponding conserved Noether charge is the integrated current (pulled
back) to a spatial surface Σ:
QX = k
∫
Σ
iXdA ∧ ?dA− dA ∧ iX(?dA) + 2k
∫
δΣ
(iXA) ? dA (A.5)
A.2 Hamilton vector field analysis
The pre-symplectic structure is found by second variation of the Lagrangian on top of (A.3)
and integrating over a space-like n− 1 dimensional surface:
Ω(δ1, δ2) = 2k
∫
Σ
δ1A ∧ ?dδ2A− (1↔ 2). (A.6)
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Using this 8, we get:
Ω(δ, δX) = −k δ
∫
Σ
iXdA ∧ ?dA− dA ∧ iX(?dA)
−2kδ
∫
∂Σ
(iXA) ? dA+ 2k
∫
∂Σ
iX (δA ∧ ?dA)
= δQ˜X + 2k
∫
∂Σ
iX (δA ∧ ?dA) (A.7)
It is easy to argue that the second term in the right hand side of (A.7) should vanish from
variational boundary condition 9 argument presented above. This guarantees:
Ω(δ, δX) = δQ˜X , (A.8)
ie δX generates locally Hamiltonian flow on phase space and the corresponding Hamilton
functions Q˜X is same as the conserved Noether charge QX as in (A.5) up to a sign. The sign
difference reflects our convention of defining Hamilton functions.
For now, if we consider the boundary term in (A.5) to vanish, this can be seen to
give the usual charges corresponding to the gauge invariant form of Electromagnetic energy-
momentum tensor, for X = aµ∂µ (a
µ are space-time constant) in Minkowski background.
Now let us consider Y to be another Killing vector field of M, g. Hence the vector
Z = [X,Y ] = £XY is also Killing. Disregarding the boundary terms (considering appropriate
fall-offs) and using multiple manipulations with Hodge star and differential forms, we recover
the desired charge algebra:
Q˜Z = Q˜[X,Y ] = −2k
∫
Σ
£XA ∧ ?d£YA−£YA ∧ ?d£XA
= −Ω(δX , δY ) (A.9)
which is an exact anti-homomorphsim (due to the sign which is a result of our choice of
Hamilton functions) of the kinematical algebra: Z = [X,Y ]
A.3 The Sky group
Now consider a vector field in the field space that induces U(1) gauge transformations:
δλA = dλ.
From the Noether procedure we don’t find any non-trivial conserved charge corresponding to
this, as expected. We may now wish to see if this transformation generates a Hamiltonian
flow in the phase space. To this end, plugging the above transformation in the pre-symplectic
structure yields:
Ω(δ, δλ) = −2k
∫
∂Σ
λ ∗ d(δA) (A.10)
8Discussion with Avirup Ghosh for this derivation is gratefully acknowledged.
9However, irrespective of boundary conditions, if X on i0 is a vector field parallel to it, then the last term
in (A.7) vanishes.
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For the asymptotically flat cases, ∂Σ will be taken to be i0. For gauge transformations λ
which are state-independent, the δ in the right hand side of (A.10) can be pulled out of the
integral, proving gauge transformations to be Hamiltonian flows corresponding to Hamilton
functions:
Qλ = 2k
∫
∂Σ
λ ∗ dA; (A.11)
but only with support from i0 (unlike the ones corresponding to global symmetries). Note
that since there is no contribution from the bulk, these would simply vanish for strict fall of
conditions at the boundary making the phase-space vector field δλ a degenerate direction for
(A.6).
Since δλ were invariance of the action, the corresponding Hamilton functions are also
conserved and hence these are conserved charges. The pre-symplectic structure also induces
a Lie-algebra on the vector space of charges:
Ω(δλ1 , δλ2) = 0. (A.12)
This implies that this infinite dimensional Lie algebra is Abelian. The corresponding Lie-
group is the Sky group [43] analogous to the gravitational Spi group at i0.
From the last section’s discussion we gather that if X is a space-time Killing vector δX
gives conserved Hamilton function. The canonical bracket between such a charge with the
boundary physical charge (A.11) is given by:
Ω(δX , δλ) = 2k
∫
∂Σ
dλ ∧ iX ? dA (A.13)
This means that large gauge transformations, which are not constant on ∂Σ do actually break
Lorentz symmetry in Minkowski space-time.
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